Differential effects of primary human immunodeficiency virus type 1 nef sequences on downregulation of CD4 and MHC class I.
We analyzed two primary nef sequences, KS2 (subtype B) and K306 (subtype D), each directly isolated from patients. Cell lines constitutively expressing respective Nef proteins were constructed using a retroviral vector. There were significant differences in the ability to downregulate surface CD4 and MHC class I proteins between different nef sequences. When the nef sequence from NL432 was used as a reference, KS2 Nef demonstrated the highest ability to downregulate MHC class I, whereas it appeared to lack the ability to downregulate CD4. On the contrary, Nef from K306 decreased the level of surface CD4 to a greater extent, but was less effective on downregulation of MHC class I. These results showed that the levels of downregulation of CD4 and MHC class I could significantly vary among HIV strains and that two well-known functions of Nef, downregulation of CD4 and MHC class I, would be separated.